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Available for Pre-Order. ETA LATE 2019 A board game recreation of the strategic naval situation in WWII, from the early months of the Atlantic
war to the decisive Battle of the Philippine Sea in late 1944.
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WW2 : Admirals' War: World War II at Sea

Designer:Brian Herr
Admirals' War is a board game recreation of the strategic naval situation in WWII, from the early months of the Atlantic war to the decisive Battle
of the Philippine Sea in late 1944. Although all the major combat ships in the Axis and Allied navies are portrayed in the game, and although the
board shows all the battle areas from the Barents Sea to Samoa, AW is only a basic simulation of the war on a strategic level, with most of the
tactical details represented by simple game mechanics. The resulting game is fast-paced and fun to play, but it is not as realistic as many other
simu-lations.
Much of AW is derived from mechanics used in Avalon Hill's classic game Victory in The Pacific (VITP), applying a modified version of that
system to the sea wars in both the Atlantic and the Pacific, essentially combining that title with its older brother War at Sea (WAS), which was
published in turn by Jedko Games and Avalon Hill.
Players familiar with these older titles will immediately notice that the mapboard representing the Pacific is structurally similar to its predecessor
(except for the western portion), whereas the map for the Atlantic theatre has changed radically. This was done for two main reasons:
1) to more seamlessly combine the mechanics of the two games
2) to better reflect the nature of the Atlantic naval fighting.
The original WAS, for all its appeal, essentially recreates a Jutland-like scenario using a WW2 order of battle, something that never really
happened. The Battle of the Atlantic from 1939-1944 was much more a game of hide & seek – or even whack-a-mole – than anything else. Also,
the U boats that were so central to the real war were relegated in WAS to very much a supporting role. This game attempts to address those
issues while still maintaining most of the original system's simplicity and minimizing special rules that apply to only one theatre or the other. The
solution selected is to replace the patrol-only, one-or-two-area moves of WAS with the patrol-raid and up-to-three-area structure of VITP, but
simultaneously dividing the Atlantic and Mediterranean into more areas. This combination satisfactorily restricts the range of the Axis ships, but
at the same time gives them added options, thus presenting the Allied player with a far more complex blockade/anti-submarine problem.
Projected Contents:
2 x Full-color, full-sized maps
4 x Full-color, mounted counter sheets
1 x Rules Book
Plus additional components
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